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When their math teacher sends them to see the principal, two boys risk further punishment by following a new girl who has disappeared into
the lost and found bin looking for her lucky hat. Reprint.
Covers reading skills, spelling skills, math skills, language arts, writing skills, and test preparation.
This book explores the philosophical, ideological and practical dimensions of curriculum using an intercultural lens. It is cross-cultural,
comparative and inclusive, with each chapter featuring case studies from a minimum of three countries across different continents. By using
the same methods of data collection and analysis for each country level in each chapter, the text explores relationships of curriculum theory,
policy and practice both within and between countries. A diverse range of themes is explored, including; social justice and teacher
preparation curriculum, language education curriculum, early childhood education and music, curriculum as praxis, curriculum and
globalisation, science curriculum, teacher leadership in curriculum implementation, as well as curriculum and history. The exploration of these
themes lays the foundation for open dialogue and innovative approaches in exploring curriculum issues within, between and across cultures
and contexts.
This engaging retelling of the Southern Sierra Miwok legend features the great Yosemite Valley monolith, El Capitan, and how it came to be.
Mother Grizzly Bear thinks that her two playful cubs are wrestling and having fun along the Merced River while she is checking her fish traps.
When she returns to join her sons, however, she discovers the cubs are nowhere to be found. It takes an unlikely hero to bring her cubs
safely home. Populated with characters based on real Sierra animals, this story is about the value of all beings, the nature of courage, and
the idea that being a hero has very little to do with one’s size. Includes notes about the life and culture of the Southern Sierra Miwok and a
bibliography.

Captain Arsenio was a curious man who liked, more than anything, to tinker and explore. One day in 1782, he decided
that he would put his unusual skills to work in a most ambitious way: he would build a flying machine. Despite a
hodgepodge of materials (and a total unawareness of the laws of physics), Captain Arsenio aimed to get his feet off the
ground and his head in the clouds—temporarily, at least. But would any of his crazy inventions ever achieve flight? In this
hilarious fictional account, Pablo Bernasconi imagines a legend in the making—a retired cheesemaker and scuba diver
turned inventor who sets off to fly with the birds, in spite of himself.
Trapped in an extraordinary world after starting, but failing to complete, the mysterious game "Jumanji," a young boy is
discovered twenty-five years later by two children who share in his remarkable adventures.
English 3D was designed to accelerate language development for English learners who have agility with social
interactional English while lacking the advanced linguisitic knowledge and skills required by complex coursework in
school. English 3D propels students to higher language proficiency through a consistent series of lessons derived from
research-based principles and classroom-tested practices that maximize students' verbal and written engagement with
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conceptually rigorous content.--Teaching Guide Course A, Volume 1, Overview p. T10.
Reading curriculum for Grades K-6.
An award-winning resource for students in grades three through six features updated main entries, more than 1,500 fullcolor illustrations, information about usage and history, and an appendix featuring synonyms, phonics, and geographical
facts. Reprint.
HME PUPIL EDITION L2 NON-CONSMBL 06
A farmer's young daughter shares numerous adventures with the dragon that she raises from infancy.
These all-inclusive skills resources provide the focused practice students need to apply, reinforce, and review skills in
reading, math, and test-taking. Answer key included.
Practice, tests, parent letters, games, bulletin boards.
In the final days of World War II, Koreans were determined to take back control of their country from the Japanese and
end the suffering caused by the Japanese occupation. As an eleven-year-old girl living with her Japanese family in
northern Korea, Yoko is suddenly fleeing for her life with her mother and older sister, Ko, trying to escape to Japan, a
country Yoko hardly knows. Their journey is terrifying—and remarkable. It's a true story of courage and survival that
highlights the plight of individual people in wartime. In the midst of suffering, acts of kindness, as exemplified by a family
of Koreans who risk their own lives to help Yoko's brother, are inspiring reminders of the strength and resilience of the
human spirit.
"A charming and informative story about a pipistrelle bat. . . . Offers vivid descriptions of the animal's flight, its
navigational skills, and the hunt for food." – School Library Journal Features an audio read-along! Night has fallen, and
Bat awakens to find her evening meal. Follow her as she swoops into the shadows, shouting and flying, the echoes of
her voice creating a sound picture of the world around her. When morning light creeps into the sky, Bat returns to the
roost to feed her baby . . . and to rest until nighttime comes again. Bat loves the night! Back matter includes an index. A
Common Core Text Exemplar
Examines the physical characteristics, life cycle, and natural habitat of various types of ants.
How did Thomas Edison grow up to be America's greatest inventor? Michael Dooling explores the beginnings of Edison's genius as a young
scientist to the man everyone called "The Wizard."
Sheep hunt for a birthday present and make havoc of the shop, only to discover they haven't the money to pay for things.
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